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LEGISLATIVE SERVICES
Subjed. "BCC deserves holiday shopping", Brampton Guardian, lune 23
Iunfortunately missed the announcement about the public meeting, or Iwould have attended. I
am opposed to allowing holiday shopping at BCC for the following reasons:
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e

It is inherently unfair to the retail workers of BCC. It has been over 20 years since Ilast
worked retail, but Iremember well how much I looked forward to these "common pause"
days; they afforded rare occasions when friends / family were all available at the same
time to get together and enjoy one another's company. At least back then we had
Sundays; now, our handful of stat holidays are the only remaining "common pause"
days.
I t is a blatent insult to and makes a mockery of the premise of Family and Labour Days.
Allowing the mall to open on these days is, in fact, "anti-family" in that it takes the
workers away from their families on an even more frequent basis.
I question the assertion that it is "unfair" not to allow BCC to open because Square One
has been granted an exemption. First, Ithink the decision to allow Square One to open
was wrong-headed; two wrongs don't make a right. Second, I'm not convinced that
these two malls directly compete with one another. Maybe it's because I'm the antithesis
of the shopaholic, but I'm not about to drive to Square One if BCC is closed; I'll just wait
a day. While a minority may make the trip, most people I know fall into the "wait a day"
camp. Third, if it is unfair to BCC, then it is equally unfair to all retailers: Should Zeliers
be open in BCC while Walmart is forced to close? Ditto Tip Top versus Mark's Work
Warehouse; Best Buy versus Future Shop; and so on. I f it's truly an equal playing field
you want, then you have to let anstores open no exceptions.
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Anyone who thinks we don't already have enough shopping days in the year needs therapy - not
more shopping days.1 encourage the Region of Peel to take into consideration the warnings that
Canadians' debt load is getting dangerously high, and that they should be looking for ways to
help reduce, rather than increase, that debt load. Providing more shopping days makes the
Region enablers.
The Liberals, despite the introduction of Family Day, have weakened rather than strengthened
the Retail Business Holidays Act during their tenure making a mockery of their own new holiday
in the process. I'm hoping theHudak Conservatives have a more family-oriented outlook, and will
commit to eliminating the "retail creep" that is threatening to eliminate the few remaining
"common pause" days available to retail workers and their families.
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Sincerely,
Keith Osmond
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